
THE BIODEFENSE SYSTEM DESIGNED 

TO REDUCE MICROBIAL THREATS 

IN OCCUPIED SPACES.



A Pioneer in Microbial Reduction.
Synexis is the sole provider to design and patent technology 
that creates the gas form of Hydrogen Peroxide from ambient 
oxygen and humidity. This unique molecule, known as Dry 
Hydrogen Peroxide (DHP™), naturally and continuously flows 
to the toughest and most out-of-reach areas in your facility, 
reducing viruses, bacteria, mold, odors, and insects from  
the air and surfaces.
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Behind the science.
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Synexis captures naturally 
occurring humidity (H20) and 
oxygen (02) from the air.

It then converts these 
elements into the gas, Dry 
Hydrogen Peroxide (DHP).

DHP continuously reduces 
microbes from the air and  
surfaces in occupied spaces.
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HOW IT WORKS 02
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We designed the environmentally-friendly Synexis system to 
provide continuous protection without disturbing people’s  
normal work operations or workflow.  Hydrogen Peroxide is 
a natural component of human lung chemistry. And our DHP 
exists at concentrations well below those naturally maintained 
inside the lungs. 

Our 24/7 biodefense system creates peace of mind for business 
owners, operators, employees and customers without a need to 
change their logistics or behaviors. Wherever air goes in an indoor 
facility, so too does Synexis-produced DHP to safely reduce the 
presence of microorganisms.

Designed with SAFETY in mind. 

No matter the field,  
we’re on the same team.
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PORTABLE OPTIONS

IN-LINE OPTION
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Designed to fit in-line 
with your existing HVAC 
ductwork. The Blade can be 
deployed in various sized 
ducts via adapters.

BLADE

SPHERE SENTRY
A sleek portable option for clients 
who desire effective microbial 
reduction while incorporating the 
technology into the aesthetics of  
their facility. 

A portable device designed for  
industrial facilities with an  
inaccessible or nonexistent  
HVAC system.

We personalize for every space.
Synexis fits every facility and uses the same patented DHP process.
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